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Abstract. The integrity of location information is crucial in many applications such as access control or environmental sensing. Although there
are several solutions to the problem of secure location verification, they
all come with expensive requirements such as tight time synchronization,
cooperative verification protocols, or dedicated hardware. Yet, meeting
these requirements in practice is often not feasible which renders the existing solutions unusable in many scenarios. We therefore propose a new
solution which exploits the mobility of verifiers to verify locations. We
show that mobility can help minimize system requirements while at the
same time achieves strong security. Specifically, we show that two moving
verifiers are sufficient to securely verify location claims of a static prover
without the need for time synchronization, active protocols, or otherwise
specialized hardware. We provide formal proof that our method is secure
with minimal effort if the verifiers are able to adjust their movement
to the claimed location (“controlled mobility”). For scenarios in which
controlled mobility is not feasible, we evaluate how more general claimindependent movement patterns of verifiers affect the security of our
system. Based on extensive simulations, we propose simple movement
strategies which improve the attack detection rate up to 290% with only
little additional effort compared to random (uncontrolled) movements.

1

Introduction

Many real-world distributed systems require sharing of location information
among network nodes. For example, in location-based access control or environmental sensing applications, the location of individual nodes is often crucial
for distributed coordination, service delivery or decision making.
A common approach to sharing location information with neighboring nodes
is broadcasting them periodically over a wireless link (e.g., ADS-B, AIS, RTK,
WiFi, or Bluetooth). While this method has advantages in terms of simplicity
and scalablity, a known weakness of this scheme is that nodes may (intentionally
or not) advertise wrong location claims. In order to detect such false location
information, secure location verification schemes have been proposed in the literature with the aim to securely verify whether the advertised (“claimed”) location corresponds to the real position of the sender. Since Brands and Chaum
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first addressed this problem in 1993 [2] and Sastry et al. later defined location (or in-region) verification in 2003 [12], many solutions and methods have
been proposed in the literature to solve this problem. The existing solutions
can broadly be classified into methods based on distance bounding [2, 12, 19, 15,
20, 10], time-difference of arrival measurements (TDoA) [19, 22, 16, 1], angle of
arrival measurements [6, 8], or hybrid methods [4, 3].
All of these techniques have in common that they verify location claims by
checking physical properties of the transmitted radio signals. For example, distance bounding protocols or TDoA systems exploit the fact that a radio signals
cannot propagate faster than the speed of light. A location claim violating this
condition must be false. While the majority of these schemes have been shown to
be secure within their assumptions, the requirements to the underlying systems
limit their applicability significantly. More specifically, TDoA-based methods
generally require many verifiers and tight time synchronization between verifiers.
This is usually achieved by additional infrastructure (e.g. wired networks) and
the exchange of synchronization information between nodes. This dependency,
however, significantly reduces the flexibility and increases the communication
overhead, rendering the approaches unsuitable for ad hoc or mobile scenarios,
especially when energy supply is limited. Distance bounding and angle of arrival
measurements, on the contrary, do not require time synchronization. However,
since they rely on active verification protocols and specialized hardware (see [11]
for more details), we argue that their applicability is also limited. For example, they cannot be applied to systems that are already in place such as mobile
phones. Upgrading the billions of smartphones in use today to meet the requirements of distance bounding seems rather impracticable.
In our prior works [13] and [14], we have shown that by adding mobility of
nodes to the model, requirements of similar verification systems can be lowered
significantly. More specifically, we have shown that tracks and motion of moving
provers can be verified without any of the aforementioned limitations while at
the same time strong security can be provided. However, the downside of these
approaches is that they are only applicable to scenarios with moving provers.
They are not applicable to the classic location verification problem which considers stationary provers at single locations or within certain areas.
In this work, we bridge this gap by bringing the benefits of mobility to the
problem of verifying single locations. We present a novel method based on mobile
verifiers which achieves strong security without limiting the attacker’s knowledge (i.e., no “security by obscurity”) nor does it rely on time synchronization or
active verification protocols. We introduce the concept of “controlled mobility”
and show that by being able to adjust the verifiers’ movements to the claimed locations, provable security can be achieved with just two verifiers and two location
claim transmissions. Compared to existing approaches, this is both lightweight
and fast. In addition to that, we also analyze more general movement strategies
for scenarios that require batch verification, i.e., the simultaneous verification
of multiple location claims. We conducted extensive simulations to find claimindependent movement strategies which maximize security while at the same
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time minimize resources and overhead. Our results indicate that by using specific movement patterns, only three verifiers or four location claim transmissions
are required to achieve a 100% detection rate.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we provide
a detailed problem and system description as well as a real-world example which
matches this model. Section 3 then introduces our location verification protocol
based on the mobility-differentiated time of arrival as well as the concept of controlled mobility. The security of this concept is then formally analyzed in section
4. Afterwards, in section 6, we extend our analysis by evaluating the security of
our scheme in uncoordinated scenarios. Finally, we discuss and compare related
methods in section 7.

2

System Model & Notation

2.1

Problem Statement

In line with the definition by Sastry et al. [12], we define the problem of secure
location verification as follows. A set of verifiers V = {V1 , V2 , . . . , Vn } wishes to
check whether a prover P is at a location l of interest.
2.2

System Model

We assume that verifiers are moving while P advertises its location m > 1 times.
This implies that each transmission is received by the verifiers from different
locations. To minimize the verification overhead, we also assume that verifiers
are passive receivers and there is no communication between prover and verifiers other than the prover’s location advertisements. We further assume that
the inter-transmission time ∆i,i+1 of two subsequent location advertisements is
known to each verifier. This can be achieved by either using a predefined constant
interval ∆, i.e., ∆(i,i+1) = ∆ for all i, or by having the prover include transmis(i+1)
(i)
i,i+1
= tP
− tP . It
sion timestamps t(i)
P in the location claim broadcasts, i.e., ∆
is worth noting that the first option reduces the communication overhead since
less information needs to be transmitted by the prover while the second option
provides much more flexibility, e.g., to support random medium access protocols
such as ALOHA. Finally, we assume that each verifier knows its location at all
times and has a stable but unsynchronized local clock.
2.3

Threat Model

We consider all information coming from the prover as untrustworthy. More
specifically, we consider a malicious prover (adversary) which has full control
(i,j)
over the reported timestamps t(i)
, and the
P , the real transmission intervals ∆A
actual claimed location l. As l is the actual property of interest here, we assume
that the adversary is located at a location different from the claimed location,
i.e., A 6= l.3
3

As for verifiers and prover, we use A interchangeably for the adversary’s identity
and location whenever the meaning is clear from the context.
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As we aim at strong security rather than security by obscurity, we do not
limit the adversary’s knowledge. In effect, our adversary has perfect knowledge of
the verifiers’ locations at any point in time and it can even predict the verifiers’
future locations. This assumption is an important difference from the rangingbased scheme proposed by Čapkun et al. in [21], where security is based on the
adversary’s lack of knowledge of the “hidden” verifiers’ location.
Finally, we assume that the verifiers are not compromised and they have
secure means to determine their locations. Consequently, we can consider locations Va(i) and timestamps t(i)
a of the verifiers trustworthy for all a ∈ {1, . . . , n}
and i ∈ {1, . . . , m}.
2.4

Use Cases

A specific real-world example for a system that could (and should) be extended
with our verification scheme are navigational aid systems used in aviation such
as non-directional radio beacons (NDB) or VHF omnidirectional radio range
(VOR) [7]. In both systems, ground stations at fixed locations transmit signals
that are used by aircraft for navigation. Each transmitter is assigned a unique
identifier that can be used by pilots and onboard systems to look up the station’s
location. Once their location is known, aircraft use them to stay on track by flying
towards or in a certain angle to the ground station.
As is the case with most systems used in aviation, security has not been part
of the design of NDB and VOR. As a consequence, they are highly vulnerable to
spoofing attacks which can be used to mislead pilots or automatic flight control
systems [17]. Although many aircraft have more accurate means of navigation
(GPS), many pilots around the world still rely on these systems. Our verification scheme could be used to mitigate this threat in a scalable and light-weight
manner. The ground transmitters can be considered as stationary provers while
aircraft equipped with additional means of positioning (GPS) can act as moving
verifiers. Onboard verification systems can then detect fake signals and inform
ground personnel and other pilots.
Another use case is access control for services which should only be available to users within a certain physically restricted area. For instance, addtional
premium information about a sports match could be offered in a mobile app
to fans within a stadium. To prevent that people on the outside have access to
that service, drones or moving cameras can be used to verify that people are
in the stadium. Moreover, existing wireless technologies such as Bluetooth or
WiFi could be used by the app for verification without the need for additional
hardware.

3

Location Verification Protocol (MoVers)

In order to claim a location, a prover P broadcasts its location m > 1 times
with pre-defined inter-transmission times ∆(i−1,i) (i = 2 . . . m). For the sake of
simplicity, we use a constant inter-transmission time ∆, i.e., ∆(i−1,i) = ∆ for all
i = 2 . . . m (see Section 2). On reception of P ’s i-th transmission (1 < i ≤ m),
each verifier Va stores its current location Va(i) and receiver timestamp t(i)
a .
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The verification protocol is based on the following condition: for all i > 1, all
verifiers check whether the verification condition
?

∆(i−1,i)
= ∆ + (δa(i) − δa(i−1) )
a

(1)

holds. They estimate the propagation delay δa(i) using the known positions, i.e.,
(i)
(i)
δa = dist(Va , P )/c with dist(·, ·) denoting the Euclidean distance between two
locations and c the signal propagation speed (usually speed of light). If the
equation is satisfied, the verifier remains silent. Otherwise it raises an alarm.
The verification procedure terminates successfully, i.e., P ’s location is verified,
after m transmissions without any alarm.
3.1

Controlled Mobility

We assume that the verifiers are changing their locations between the location
claim transmissions, i.e., Va(i) 6= Va(i−1) . Verifiers can choose their next location
Va(i) within the physical limitations using different strategies. We call this conscious choice of the next position “controlled mobility” (as opposed to “opportunistic” or “random” mobility) and distinguish between coordinated and uncoordinated controlled mobility. In coordinated controlled mobility, verifiers choose
their direction of movement collaboratively to maximize security. To avoid communication overhead, we assume that verifiers coordinate their movements solely
based on the claimed location and some fixed identifier. In the following security
analysis, we derive such a coordinated movement pattern and prove its security.
The disadvantage of this approach, however, is that the verification of multiple
location claims simultaneously (“batch verification”) is not possible. While this
is not a requirement per se, there are scenarios with many participants (e.g.,
verifying people’s locations in a stadium) that require a more scalable approach.
We therefore extend our analysis with simulations evaluating more general uncoordinated (yet controlled) movement patterns that allow for batch verification.
Based on our results, we can provide heuristics for verifier movements that maximize security while preserving a high efficiency in terms of verification time and
minimum required number of verifiers.

4

Security Analysis

The two main design goals of our protocol are security and efficiency. While
security as a goal is inherent to the problem, efficiency in terms of resources and
verification time is crucial for the protocol’s applicability in mobile scenarios. For
instance, using antenna arrays for beamforming or high performance computers
for complex algorithms on mobile nodes such as drones is impracticable since
both weight and energy consumption must be low to maintain adequate operating times. We therefore start our security analysis by setting up the theoretical
foundations and then successively increase the transmission time (in terms of
number of transmissions) and number of verifiers until security is established. In
this way, we obtain the fastest and most resource-efficient configuration that can
provide strong security. For the sake of presentation, we conduct our analysis in
two-dimensional space. Extending the results to three dimensions is straightforward.
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4.1

Single Verifier

In order to let an adversary’s location claims appear genuine to a verifier Va ,
Eq. (1) must be met for all i = 2, . . . , m. In particular, if the adversary wants
to spoof a certain location P from its location A, it needs to choose its intertransmission intervals such that
(i−1,i)

∆A

(i)

(i−1)

+ (δA,a − δA,a ) = ∆ + (δa(i) − δa(i−1) )

holds, where δA(i),a = dist(A, Va )/c is the propagation delay of the i-th transmission
from the adversary to verifier Va . Considering only a single verifier, this can easily
be achieved by simply choosing
(i−1,i)

∆A

(i)

(i−1)

= ∆ + (δa(i) − δa(i−1) ) − (δA,a − δA,a )
(i)

(i−1)

= ∆a(i−1,i) − (δA,a − δA,a ) .

(2)

In other words, the adversary can simply compensate for its unexpected propagation delays to Va by choosing an inter-transmission interval equal to the
difference of the expected from the actual inter-arrival time. We conclude that a
single verifier cannot provide any security since an adversary can spoof arbitrary
locations.
We point out that this result is equal to the case of a single verifier in [13].
The only difference is that in [13], a moving sender is considered whereas here
we assume that the receiver moves. However, by adding another verifier in the
next step of our analysis, we diverge from the analysis in [13] since we then
face multiple moving nodes in our system whereas [13] always considers just a
single moving node. Facing multiple mobile nodes increases the complexity of
the analysis significantly.
4.2

Two Verifiers

We now consider a system with two verifiers Va and Vb . Then, Eq. (2) must be
for both verifiers, i.e.,
satisfied by ∆(i−1,i)
A
(i)

(i−1)

(i)

(i−1)

(i−1,i)

= ∆(i−1,i)
+ (δA,a − δA,a )
a

(i−1,i)

= ∆b

∆A
∆A

(i−1,i)

+ (δA,b − δA,b )

must both hold for all i = 2, . . . , m. By equating both constraints, re-arranging
and plugging Eq. (1) into them, we can conclude that such a ∆(i−1,i)
exists if
A
and only if the following requirement is met:
(i)

(i−1)

(i)

(i−1)

(δA,a − δA,a ) − (δA,b − δA,b )
(i−1,i)

= ∆(i−1,i)
− ∆b
a

(i)

(i−1)

= (δa(i) − δa(i−1) ) − (δb − δb

)

(i−1,i)
∆A

(3)

This means that the inter-transmission interval
only exists if the adversary is either located at a position where the differences of distances4 to
each verifier changes between two consecutive transmissions exactly by the same
amount as the differences of distances from P to Va and Vb . Alternatively, since
the adversary is clairvoyant, it can also try to find and claim a location P (e.g.,
4

We interpret propagation delays as direct representatives of distances.
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Fig. 1. Example scenario with two verifiers and the resulting restrictions (implicit
curve) for the adversary’s location A.

within an area of interest) which satisfies this constraint. From a mathematical
point of view both strategies are equal since the adversary either tries to find an
A (left-hand side of Eq. (3)) which matches a given P (right-hand side) or vice
versa.
From the verifier perspective, however, it makes more sense to analyze whether
for a given P there is a location A 6= P which also satisfies Eq. (1) for all verifiers. Hence, without loss of generality, we further analyze the existence of such
a location A given a claimed location P . Since P and the verifier’s locations can
be considered fix in that case, the only free parameter left in Eq. (3) is A and
we therefore summarize its right-hand side by a constant
(i)

(i)

(i−1)

kP = (δa(i) − δa(i−1) ) − (δb − δb

)

which yields the requirement
(i)

(i−1)

(i)

(i−1)

(i)

(δA,a − δA,a ) = (δA,b − δA,b ) + kP

(4)

for two consecutive transmissions of a false claim. As a result, P can be spoofed
from all locations A at which the distance change between two transmissions
from A to Va differs exactly by kP(i) from that to Vb .
Fig. 1 shows an example scenario with two transmissions of location claims
for P , two verifiers, and the implicit curve defined by Eq. (4) (dashed line).
A possible location A of an adversary is also indicated by a red dot, although
it could be anywhere on the dashed line. It is worth mentioning that P is by
construction on the implicit curve. While this is natural since the legitimate P
must satisfy the above constraint, the curve’s continuity implies that there are
locations within a potential area of interest (e.g., nearby P ) where an adversary
could be located without being detected.
We conclude that for two verifiers, the adversary’s degree of freedom is reduced to the implicit curve described by Eq. (4). In particular, MoVers is only
secure for two verifiers, if this equation is satisfied by no location other than P .
4.3

More verifiers or more transmissions

Analogously to the previous step, each additional verifier (|V| ≥ 3) or location
claim (m ≥ 3) further restricts the adversary since they add more equations such
as Eq. (4) to the system. Similarly to the previous case, the adversary has to
be positioned on several curves at the same time. In fact, the adversary is then
limited to a (finite) set of unconnected points rather than a curve. In order to
spoof a location, a clever adversary would compute the implicit curves before-
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(a) Movement pattern according to
Theorem 1. The implicit curve defined by Eq. (4) is reduced to P .

(b) Deviations from the movement
pattern according to Theorem 1
may result in vulerabilies to spoofing attacks.

Fig. 2. Security Through Coordinated Controlled Mobility

hand and then try to find such an intersection different from P . However, the
probability that these erratic implicit curves intersect more than once becomes
increasingly unlikely with each additional verifier or transmission.
Since an analytical exploration of the behavior of these intersections is extremely challenging (if not impossible), we now focus our analysis on coordinated
controlled mobility and then revisit the behavior and existence of such intersections in our simulations in Section 6.

5

Coordinated Controlled Mobility

In scenarios where verifiers are able to adapt their movements to a claimed
location, they have some degree of control over the implicit curves and thus the
adversary’s constraints. In the optimal case, the verifiers change their locations
in a way such that the resulting implicit curves (Eq. (4)) only intersect at P . If
this is achieved, MoVers is secure since an adversary located at A 6= P would
violate the verification check Eq. (1) for at least one verifier according to our
above analysis. In the following, we propose such a movement pattern and prove
its security.
Theorem 1. If one verifier moves exactly towards P while another one moves
exactly away from P and not in line with the first one, then MoVers is secure
for m = 2.

Proof. Let two verifiers Va , Vb ∈ V and two transmissions by a prover claiming
location P be given. Without loss of generality, we assume that Va is the verifier
heading directly towards and Vb directly away from P . More formally, let v a/b =
(2)
(1)
(Va/b − Va/b ) be the vectors describing the position changes of the two verifiers
between the two transmissions. Then there is an sa ∈ R with sa > 0 such that
P = Va(1) + v a · sa .

Similarly, there is an sb ∈ R with sb < 0 such that
P = Vb(1) + v b · sb .
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We further assume that the two verifiers are not in line with each other, i.e.,
there is no s ∈ R such that
Vb(1) = Va(1) + v a · s .

An example scenario showing such a movement is depicted in Fig. 2a. Under
these circumstances, the absolute distance change between P and V is maximal
and thus the estimated propagation delays from the prover to both verifiers
change by the maximum possible absolute values
δa(2) = δa(1) −

kv a k
c

and

(2)

δb

(1)

= δb

+

kv b k
,
c

since both distances change exactly by the full movements’ lengths by the verifiers between the transmissions, yet, in opposite directions. Additionally, kvca k ≤
(2)
(1)
δa − δa is required, meaning that Va should not move beyond P . Plugging this
into Eq. 1 yields
?

∆(1,2)
= ∆ + (δa(2) − δa(1) )
a
kv a k
= ∆−
c
?

and, analogously, ∆(1,2)
=∆+
b

kv b k
c

.

Let us now consider an adversary located at A 6= P . In order to pass the
such that the two
verification checks of the two verifiers, it has to choose ∆(1,2)
A
equations
kv a k
c
kv b k
(1,2)
(2)
(1)
∆A + (δA,b − δA,b ) = ∆ +
c
|
{z
}
(1,2)

∆A

(2)

(1)

+ (δA,a − δA,a ) = ∆ −

(5)
(6)

“real” signal propagation

are satisfied. Let us now assume A would not be located in line with Va and P .
Then
(2)

(1)

δA,a − δA,a > −

kv a k
c

holds, since Va does not move exactly towards A. This means for the adversary
that it has to choose ∆(1,2)
< ∆ to compensate for the difference. Yet, then it
A
cannot satisfy Eq. 6 since it would be required that
(2)

(1)

δA,b − δA,b >

kv b k
.
c

However, given the distance moved by Vb between the two transmissions and the
associated maximum possible distance change of kv b k, this is impossible. Hence,
A must be located in line with Va .
We can show analogously that A must also be in line with P and Vb in order
to satisfy Eq. 5. As a consequence, A must be located on two lines which both
cross P . Since Va and Vb are not in line with each other, these two lines are
different. Since furthermore two different lines can only have one intersection,
we can conclude that P is the only location from which a sender can satisfy both
equations at the same time. Thus, Theorem 1 holds and MoVers is secure.
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We conclude that by adapting the verifiers’ movements to the claimed location (“coordinated controlled mobility”), MoVers can provide provable security
with an efficient configuration of two verifiers and two transmissions.
Summary: The key results from this theoretical analysis are that (i) a single
verifier cannot provide any security, (ii) two verifiers can provide provable security with coordinated controlled mobility (Theorem 1), and (iii) the security
increases with each additional transmission or verifier as more restrictions are
added for the adversary’s location.

6

Uncoordinated Mobility

As explained in Section 3.1, coordinated controlled mobility can only be used
if there is only one location to be verified at a time. For scenarios with more
than one prover, a movement strategy independent from P is required. So far
we considered only two transmissions of the location claim in the presence of
two verifiers. As we know from Section 4, having more than two verifiers (n > 2)
or more than two transmissions (m > 2), each reduces the degree of freedom
for the adversary by adding more implicit curves to the constraints for A. More
specifically, since the verifiers move between each transmission, the focal points
for the implicit curve defined by Eq. (4) change for every i ∈ {2, . . . , m} and each
pair Va , Vb ∈ V . As a result, A needs to be located at an intersection of (m−1)· n2
different implicit curves in order to remain undetected when claiming P 6= A.
Moreover, this set of intersections can be assumed to be finite since the curves
are not periodic. The number of such intersections can be considered a direct
measure of the attacker’s degree of freedom and thus the security of our scheme.
Our scheme is in particular secure if there is only one intersection of all curves
(which is P by construction) since false claims will then violate Eq. (1) for at
least one verifier.
Most related problems are of a simple hyperbolic nature (e.g. [13, 14, 18]) and
can often be analyzed algebraically. Unfortunately, having more than one mobile
node makes the exact analysis hard because each moving element contributes to
the equations. For example, in contrast to the analysis of intersections of a set of
hyperbolas, which is common, e.g., for TDoA or ranging-based approaches, we
face curves defined by intersections of intersections of hyperbolas with multiple
parameters. These curves are of a higher order than hyperbolas which makes
an exact analysis of the intersections extremely difficult. Although there exist
methods to decrease the computational complexity when computing the intersection of hyperbolas (e.g., homogeneous coordinates [9]), we could not find any
analytical method to analyze it in a general way, since the parameters that may
determine the hyperbolas are unknown. We therefore continue our analysis by
extending our theoretical findings with simulations analyzing the behavior of the
intersections with respect to the verifiers’ movements independent from P .
In the following simulations, we differentiate between opportunistic and (uncoordinated) controlled mobility. In opportunistic (or random) mobility, nodes
are not moving according to any predefined pattern. This reflects scenarios where
uncontrolled nodes act as verifiers (e.g., cellphones, agricultural machines, or
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Va(2)
Va(3)

Fig. 3. Description of a verifier Va ’s movement in our simulations. The initial direction
(1)
is the counter-clockwise angle αa relative to a horizontal axis through Va . After the
initial step (i.e., for i > 1), we only consider the direction changes (βa , γa , . . . ), i.e.,
the counter-clockwise angle between the old and the new direction.

airplanes). In controlled mobility, verifiers follow certain patterns aiming at improving the security of the verification scheme.
6.1

Simulation Design

We implemented a simulation framework in MATLAB® which allows us to analyze the intersections for arbitrary constellations of verifiers and provers. By
controlling the movement of verifiers between the reception of location claims,
we show the effect of the geometry on the security of our approach and identify
beneficial movement strategies for verifiers.
In accordance with our verification process, we implemented our simulations
as a discrete-event simulation. The events are the transmissions of a location
claim and we recorded the locations of all n verifiers at each transmission. Based
on the recorded locations and
P we then setup the nonlinear equation system

consisting of all (m − 1) · n2 instances of Eq. (4). Using the solver fsolve of
MATLAB® ’s optimization toolbox we then calculated all solutions to the system, i.e., the intersections of the curves, within a pre-defined area of interest.
To analyze the effect of the verifier’s movement on the number of intersections
within the area of interest, we define the verifiers’ movements as depicted in
Fig. 3. At the first (i = 1) reception of the prover’s claim, a verifier Va is located at
Va(1) and moves into direction αa at a certain speed. As the prover re-transmits the
location claim after ∆ while the verifier moves at speed v into direction αa , we can
approximate the verifier’s location at reception of the second transmission (i = 2)
by adding a vector of length ∆·v and direction αa to the initial location Va(1) . It is
worth noting that we set the verifier’s location at the time of transmission equal
to that of the reception time. While this is not realistic, we argue that this error
is negligible in practice since the verifier’s speed is extremely small compared to
the signal propagation speed. For further transmissions (i > 1) we consider only
the direction change βa , γa , and so on. In summary, a verifier’s movement during
the verification process can be completely described by its initial location Va(1) ,
its speed v , the inter-transmission interval ∆, the initial direction αa , and the
direction changes βa , γa , . . . between the receptions.
6.2

Parameter Selection

To keep our simulations realistic, we have chosen the simulation parameters
according to the stadium use case described in Section 2.4. The speed of the
verifiers is assumed to be in the range of off-the-shelf drones (10-30 m/s). The
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Fig. 4. Simulation Results

distance covered between two transmissions of a location claim is the product of
this speed and the inter-transmission interval ∆. For simplicity, we set ∆ = 1 s
for all our simulations. The area of interest considered in our simulations is
motivated by the size of a football stadium and set to a rectangle of 209x255 m.
All verifiers and location claims must be within this area.
As for the adversary’s location, we allow it to be located outside this area
but limit its distance to the verifiers in the following way. We assume that each
verifier has a circular reception range with a radius sufficient to cover the largest
possible distance between two locations within the area of interest. As a consequence, if all verifiers are located at the same side of the area, an attacker
located outside the area could still be in their coverage. We therefore extend the
area in which we search for intersections with a safety margin of the length of
the diagonal of the area of interest.
An example scenario matching this parameter selection would be a locationbased service which should only be available to people within the stadium. To
access the service without having to pay entry, the adversary tries to spoof a
location within the stadium while being located outside (but in range). Drones
are hovering in the stadium and act as verifiers.
6.3

Opportunistic/Random Mobility

Effect of speed v
The speed of the verifiers defines the distance covered by
a verifier between the periodic re-transmissions of a location claim. To evaluate
whether the resulting step width has an impact on the number of intersections,
we randomly generated 10.000 scenarios for the “cheapest” configuration n = 2
(1)
and m = 3. Each verifier starts at a random location Va/b
and moves into a
random direction at different speeds 10 ≤ v ≤ 100 m/s. For each scenario, we
recorded the number of intersections |I |. We did not consider larger speeds since
they would be unrealistic given an area of interest of 209x255 m. The results are
shown in Fig. 4a. While the percentage of scenarios in which the claimed location
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could be securely verified (gray solid line) slightly increased with increasing
step width, the percentage of |I | = 2 was constantly over 50%. For smaller
v , there were even about 20% of scenarios in which an adversary could have
chosen between two (dashed blue with squares) or three (green dashed with
pluses) locations different to P which also satisfied Eq. (1) for both verifiers. We
conclude that the step width (or speed) has only a minor effect on the number of
intersections. On the one hand, this means that the step width does not provide
much room for improving the security. However, on the other hand, this also
means that slow verifiers do not suffer big disadvantages.
Effect of number of transmissions m and verifiers n
Both numbers m
and n affect the security by controlling the number of curves whose intersections
define I . As mentioned above, the adversary’s location A must lie on (m − 1) · n2
implicit curves in order to successfully spoof P . As before, we start our analysis
with the smallest configuration (m = 3 and n = 2) and generated 10.000 random
(1)
verification scenarios with random initial verifier locations Va/b
, random αa/b and
βa/b , and random speeds 10 ≤ v ≤ 100 m/s. As expected, the results were equal
to those for the average step width of 55 m shown in Fig. 4a. Only 31.65% of all
tested scenarios could be securely verified with the basic configuration of m = 3
and n = 2. A large number of scenarios resulted in two intersections (54.35%).
The probability for more than two intersections, however, is significantly lower
(less than 10% for three intersections). We conducted another 10.000 random
simulations for m = 4 as well as for n = 3 and the number of intersections
dropped to 1 for all tested scenarios, indicating that our verification scheme is
secure for m > 3 or n > 2.
We can conclude that if the verifiers move opportunistically (random) within
the area of interest, 31.65% of the location verification scenarios can be securely
verified with n = 2 verifiers and m = 3 transmissions. In order to securely verify
the other 68.35%, at least one additional transmission (m > 3) or at least one
additional verifier (n > 2) is required. That means that if, for instance, the intertransmission interval is ∆ = 1 s, an adversary would be discovered after 2 s in
31.65% of the scenarios and at latest after 3 s, resulting in an average verification
time of 2.6835 s. Conversely, with an additional verifier, the verification time is
reduced to 2 s.
6.4

Uncoordinated Controlled Mobility

The previous results show that our scheme is secure for m > 3 or n > 2. However,
depending on the use case, reducing the verification time and minimum number
of verifiers might be crucial. For example, if the area of interest is larger, parts of
the area might only be covered by very few verifiers. In addition, message loss due
to frequency overuse might reduce the number of messages received by a sufficient
number of verifiers. To further increase the efficiency of our scheme for a better
robustness against such problems, we now analyze whether the security of the
minimum configuration (m = 3 and n = 2) improves if the verifiers’ movements
are controlled. Being able to securely verify a larger fraction of locations with
the minimal configuration reduces the average verification time and the required
number of verifiers.
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Movement Pattern (α and β) Our next set of simulations aims at shedding
light on the influence of the movement directions αa/b and βa/b on |I |. It is
(1)
worth noting that we do not analyze the effect of the initial location Va/b
since
we assume that the adversary controls the point in time when the verification
process is initiated. Hence, the verifiers can only control what happens after
the first location claim was received. In addition, we do not consider movement
patterns as functions of P since this would prevent the verification of multiple
positions at the same time.
For the following simulations, we set the speed of the verifiers to that of
commercial off-the-shelf drones such as DJI’s Phantom 4, i.e., v = 20 m/s. The
turns of the verifiers between the two steps are controlled by βa and βb . To keep
our scheme light-weight, we assume that the verifiers do not communicate for
coordination and assume constant pre-defined βa = βb = β . However, since the
curves determining |I | do not only depend on β but also on αa and αb , we further
analyze how the difference between the two angles, i.e., the relative direction of
the verifiers to each other affects the intersections. As before, we conducted
10.000 random simulations for different combinations of β and αa − αb .
The results are shown in Fig. 4b. The graph shows that both the effect of β
and that of αa − αb on |I | are almost independent from each other. Regardless of
the difference in direction, any β close to 0◦ (respectively 360◦ ) should be avoided.
For large direction differences αa − αb , the best choice for β is around 110◦ or
250◦ . Note that both angles represent the same absolute change in direction since
360◦ − 250◦ = 110◦ .
An interesting special case is β = 180◦ , i.e., the third location of each verifier
is the same as the first one (V (1) = V (3) ). As a result, the implicit curve generated
by the first two transmissions coincides with that one of the second and third
transmission. In other words, the third transmission does not impose a new
constraint on the adversary and it is only limited to locations on the implicit
curve (compare Section 4.2).
More specifically, let us assume two verifiers Va and Vb receiving three transmissions of a location claim for P . According to Sec. 4.2 a potential adversary’s
location A must satisfy the following system of instances of Eq. (4):
(2)

(1)

(2)

(1)

(2)

(3)

(2)

(3)

(2)

(3)

(δA,b − δA,b ) = (δA,a − δA,a ) + kP

(δA,b − δA,b ) = (δA,a − δA,a ) + kP

If β = 180◦ , i.e, Va(3) = Va(1) and Vb(3) = Vb(1) then
(3)

(3)

− δb ) − (δa(3) − δa(2) )

(1)

− δb ) − (δa(1) − δa(2) )

kP = (δb
= (δb

(2)

(2)

(2)

= −kP

and thus
(3)

(2)

(3)

(2)

(3)

(1)

(2)

(1)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(1)

(2)

(1)

(2)

(δA,b − δA,b ) = (δA,a − δA,a ) + kP
⇔

(δA,b − δA,b ) = (δA,a − δA,a ) − kP

⇔

(δA,b − δA,b ) = (δA,a − δA,a ) + kP
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Fig. 5. Comparison of the distribution of the number of possible adversary positions
for controlled and uncontrolled mobility (n = 2, m = 3). For controlled mobility we
used αa − αb = 180° and β ≈ 110°.

Consequently, the third transmission does not impose a new constraint on the
adversary’s location A if β = 180◦ .
Regarding the direction difference αa −αb , we can summarize that the closer it
is to 180◦ , the higher the percentage of locations which could be securely verified
after the third transmission. In fact, we also did the simulations for αa −αb > 180◦
but the results were identical to those for 360◦ − (αa − αb ).
We conclude from our simulations that with β = 110◦ or β = 250◦ and a
direction difference of |αa − αb | = 180◦ , more than 92.5% of all scenarios could be
securely verified with two verifiers and three transmissions of the location claim.
This is a huge improvement compared to random movement as shown in Fig. 5.
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Related Work

As already mentioned in the introduction, many solutions and methods have
been proposed in the literature to solve the problem of secure location verification. Existing solutions can broadly be classified into methods based on distance
bounding [2, 12, 19, 15, 20], time-difference of arrival measurements (TDoA) [19,
22, 16], angle of arrival measurements [6, 8], or hybrid methods [4, 3]. As mentioned in the introduction, each of these schemes comes with limiting requirements such as tight time synchronization, specialized hardware, directional antennas, or limited attacker knowledge. We therefore argue that they are not
applicable to scenarios where passive and lightweight solutions are required.
Only a few works have tackled the case of mobile verifiers for secure location
verification. However, these protocols differ significantly from ours. Čapkun et
al. [21] proposed a location verification scheme, in which a mobile verifier initiates a challenge-response protocol from a known position and then moves to an
unknown position to receive the response. The response is sent simultaneously
via ultrasound and RF so that the verifier can estimate its distance to the prover
based on the time-difference of arrival of the two signals due to their differing
propagation speed (ranging). The security of the approach derives from the fact
that although dishonest provers could modify the transmission times of the two
response signals, they would need to correctly guess the verifier’s new location
in order to mimic the expected time-difference of arrival. This scheme, however,
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is cooperative and requires nodes to be equipped with two transceivers (ultrasound and RF). Moreover, we challenge the assumption ‘untraceability’ of the
moving verifier. Even though the verifier does not actively transmit revealing
signals from its new location, a more sophisticated adversary could track the
verifier via reflections of signals of opportunity and passive radar techniques [5].
In [10], Perazzo et al. propose a location verification system in which a verifier drone performs distance bounding with a prover consecutively from several
different locations. The locations are carefully chosen such that they form a triangle containing the prover’s location. In this way an adversary claiming a false
location inside the triangle needs to mimic a shorter distance to at least one of
the locations chosen by the drone. As shown by Čapkun et al. in [20], this is
infeasible and hence, the scheme is secure. However, their approach inherits all
the aforementioned system requirements from distance bounding and is therefore not well-suited for location verification in existing systems or systems with
limited resources.
Baker and Martinovic proposed a TDoA-based scheme in [1]. Their scheme
relies on two verifiers, one fixed and the other one moving, to measure the TDoA
of multiple location broadcasts by the prover. Since one verifier is changing location between each of the prover’s transmissions, different TDoAs are expected
each time. Analogously to traditional multilateration, each TDoA measurement
reduces the set of possible locations of the transmitter to one arm of a hyperbola.
By repeating the measurements at least three times (in 2D) and comparing the
expected to the measured TDoAs, the adversary can be localized by intersecting
the resulting hyperbolas. As mentioned, however, TDoA measurements require
tight time synchronization and extra communication to collect all measurements
at a central processing unit which our protocol does not require.
Finally, we want to highlight the difference of this work to our related works
on track verification [13] and motion verification [14]. First, the underlying problem considered in this paper (verification of locations) is different to that considered in [13] (verification of sequences of locations) or [14] (verification of motion).
The seemingly strong similarity is largely a result of the common theoretical
foundations on which these works are based on. This work, however, diverges
significantly in terms of problem statement, use cases, and security properties
from our previous works. More specifically, the theoretical analysis conducted
in this paper considers multiple moving nodes at the same time, whereas the
analyses of [13] and [14] are only applicable to systems with one moving node.
As a result, the analytical nature of the security guarantees of our scheme is not
hyperbolic anymore, making them much harder to analyze.

8

Conclusion

In this paper, we presented MoVers, a simple yet secure location verification
method which leverages the mobility of verifiers to relax system requirements.
We have provided a formal security analysis which shows that our scheme MoVers
achieves provable security with only two transmissions by adjusting the movements of two verifiers to the claimed location. We have furthermore shown in
simulations how more general types of mobility affect the security of our scheme.
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